Overall Length: 8.531 inches
Overall Height: 2.102 inches
Overall Width: 4.531 inches

Basic Shape Style: Rectangular or square
Inclosure Type: Encased
Installation Design: Mechanical
Circuit Construction Type: Solid state

Frequency Per Channel: 1.705 megahertz operating channel
Average Power Rating Per Channel: 5.6 milliwatts output
Operating Ac Frequency In Hertz: 60.0 single voltage
External Ac Operating Voltage In Volts: 115.0 single voltage
Phase: Single

Fsc Application Data: Oscillator, radio frequency, radio, except navigation, nonairborne

Shelf Life: N/a
Unit Of Measure: 1 ea

Demilitarization: No
Fiig: A32200
Hazmat: No

Repairability: When repair is beyond lower level maintenance capability, evacuate the item to depot. Disposal is not authorized below wholesale level.